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MARKET COMMENTARY 

The markets pushed up early Monday, traded sideways until Thursday afternoon. With 2 hours to go, someone put in a 2-hour buy 

order, pushing the markets to close in the top right corner of the charts for the day, the week and the year. The US markets closed 

the year at the highest levels after incurring a 35% drop in the first quarter of 2020. It has been a remarkable year as names like 

Peleton and Zoom soared, while main street America struggled to get past the 2019 highs.  

The week ahead brings more political swagger with the Georgian elections deciding how 

smoothly the incoming administration policies get passed. Next week, the protests 

planned for Washington by the outgoing president come to the fore. I am not sure if this 

is one of the reasons for the rise in the Put/Call ratio. We’ll see how it gets absorbed by 

the investing world. Outside America, I think it is all about global indexes, which had a 

strong week to close out the year. That’s bullish! 

Bitcoin continues to delight after breaking out to fresh highs two months ago. Bitcoin had 

a 25% week -again-, but it’s not hard to think that multiple 25% weeks in December leads 

to some sort of pause sooner than later. I am focused on the US Dollar here, expecting a 

start-the-year reversal, moving the dollar higher against world currencies. The setup is 

there, watch to see if it plays out. A surge in the dollar would probably roll over the commodities so be aware of that. The industrial 

metals like copper were down a smidge, but the rare earths and lithium had another strong week.  

The Schnell Strength Indexes continue to weaken, with the two fastest indicators (Chart 2 below) both below 50 and the SSIH down 

20% from the highs of this rally. I expect further weakness. The picture of the frozen lake at the cabin this morning is a bit like what 

we have seen for December with relatively quiet flat markets, and a few stocks gliding quickly across clean tech and commodities. 

Summary: I am now cautious as my strength indicators suggest. I’ve raised cash to 70%, but still hold some investments. My larger 

time frames suggest this pullback is a blip, but other big caution signs loom like the lower PPO right now on the Nasdaq. 

Let’s hit the charts. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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@SSIH – WEAK – ADD CAUTION 

The Schnell Strength Index dropped to 64.3%. This is weaker and we are in a position where caution is important. Above 75% is 

bullish. Now that this is making lower lows and moved below 65%, the headwinds are starting to show. On Wednesday’s close it was 

below 60% so the market run up on Thursday afternoon helped a lot. I think it also suggests that more industry groups are slowing 

and of those, some are close to rolling over as a 2-hour rally changed the momentum, from down to up. We can call those flat! 

I post a preliminary SSIH reading in daily setups from Thursdays close/Friday’s open on Thursday night or Friday morning. It doesn’t 

bounce a lot, but weekend closes matter. This will allow you to position before weekends.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH, MY FASTER AND FASTEST INDICATORS 

The chart shows the 

SSIH in the top panel. 

All three panels are 

showing weakness.  

All three indexes are 

below 75, and the 

fastest two are below 

50. That means the 

early signs of a 

slowdown in 

momentum are 

showing up.  

When both of the 

faster indicators got 

below 50 in early 

January 2020, it 

brought on the 

January pullback.  

  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$NYA – NEW YORK COMPOSITE 

The New York Composite Index monthly chart closed out the year slightly higher that the uptrend line off the 2018 highs. With that 

being said, it can resume a more aggressive slope similar to 2016 to 2018. $NYA. The range of movement this year travelled the 

range of the past 6 years. That is quite an accomplishment. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24NYA&p=M&st=2014-01-08&id=p88159072019&listNum=73&a=864875856
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$NDX – 60 MINUTE CHART 

The Nasdaq 100 closed at the top of the range for the week. The last week of the year, proved out to be bullish again, as part of the 

Santa Claus rally, which typically lasts until January 5th according to the stock market almanac. $NDX A break below the blue trend 

line would probably start the correction I am expecting. Maybe everything starts to improve right away, but currently, fewer 

industries are participating as the rally continues. Nasdaq up about 600 points in December so better than flat like ice, Greg! 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NDX&p=60&yr=0&mn=3&dy=20&id=p42632866687&a=864876003&listNum=73
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IWM – SMALL CAPS ETF 

The IWM (small caps ETF) had a softer week than the large caps. The SPY and QQQ pushed to close higher near the top of the range. 

The IWM closed lower than the open of the week, creating a black candle. This was the first soft week for the small caps since early 

November. It has been a heady run, but similar in pace(slope) to the early 2019 run. The black candle back then gave notice to a 5-

week lull and a 7% correction.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$VIX AND PUT/CALL 

Last week I mentioned the Put/call ratio rising. The Put/call surge has not been matched on the $VIX even though the ratio 

accelerated again this week. Put/call. It is important to remember that a $VIX hovering around 20 is still noticeably higher than it 

was before the COVID shutdowns started, suggesting fear is still there. This week the put/call rose to 0.56 which since June, has 

been a level where markets crack lower. The interesting part about this rise is that it has not coincided with a price drop at all yet.  

 
 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24SPX&p=D&st=2019-07-17&id=p89018434252&listNum=73&a=864875849
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$TSX – 4 WEEKS AT RESISTANCE 

The Toronto stock market is stalled for the last 4 weeks, unlike the US market. The PPO trend line is breaking this week. I discuss 

the shape of the PPO trend line in detail on the video. Weaker markets than the US typically roll over before the US market, so this 

is a clue, that momentum is waning. $TSX 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$TSX&p=W&yr=4&mn=0&dy=0&id=p26180166000&a=864875861&listNum=73
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$SSEC – SHANGHAI COMPOSITE 

The Shanghai market has been chopping sideways for 7 weeks. This week, a nice push occurred, marking the highest weekly close 

since the trade tariffs of 2018 started.  We are still in the range of the 2nd half of 2020, but a breakout here would be an extremely 

bullish message for 2021 and the commodities trade generally. $SSEC The battle for commodities takes place between a $USD rally 

(negative) and a surging Shanghai(positive). This makes the trade direction for the 2021 commodities investor take notice with some 

battlegrounds marked out. Does the Shanghai stall if the USD rallies? 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24SSEC&p=W&yr=3&mn=3&dy=0&id=p07784340208&listNum=73&a=864875864
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$BTCUSD 

Bitcoin is the run that never ends! It was moving up 1000 points a day, almost doubling in under a month! While the chart continues 

to surge, those are three massive bars this month. I have no courage to buy after a double in 4 weeks, so I’ll leave that purchase for 

others. $BTCUSD 

 
 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$BTCUSD&p=W&st=2019-04-19&id=p43925222376&a=864875870&listNum=73
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$USD – US DOLLAR DAILY 

On the Shanghai chart, I mentioned the battle with the $USD. Here is the explanation for that comment. Commodities rally when 

the US dollar drops, and we have seen that play out. Commodities are heavily used in China, so a surging China is bullish for 

commodities demand. The PPO momentum trend since the start of November is breaking even though price has not broken above 

the trend line yet. This PPO low is also higher than the August low, suggesting the selling momentum is running out of steam. $USD 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$USD&p=D&yr=1&mn=10&dy=0&id=p09446170359&a=864875868&listNum=73
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$USD WEEKLY 

One of the final things I reviewed at the end of the weekly video was the currencies. Going back quite a few years, the dollar has a 

lot of significant direction changes occurring near the start of the year. $USD Weekly While it is not down to the horizontal support 

level of 88, we are close enough to be watching for a multi-month bounce at least. The second low on the PPO also suggests that 

this should not be ignored. Industrial metals have slowed recently at resistance, so my spider senses are tingling.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$USD&p=W&st=1987-06-01&id=p95075324274&a=864875866&listNum=73
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MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL LINK 

Dwight and I will host the monthly conference call on January 3, 2021 at 7:30 PM ET, 4:30 PM PT. Click on the link for an hour of 

ideas. Pass code 633707.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83636396291?pwd=RjlhU2Y0cmllcWxXcG9ISkVhQllrdz09
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$DJUSSW - SOFTWARE 

The software industry chart is at a major junction. Is this a false breakout? As software has been one of the prominent industries 

fueling the rise in the indexes, it could be a clue of more weakness showing up if this breaks down. The SCTR has the software price 

action slowing to being one of the weaker industry groups since the November rally started. $DJUSSW. One to watch! 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24DJUSSW&p=D&st=2019-03-11&id=p17091974217&a=865718043&listNum=262
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MARKET SUMMARY 

The US market had Utilities lead for the first time in a while! It was still a positive week for growth sectors, but on the video, I 

pointed out some of the sector changes. While energy was weak, it was not slamming lower like it has been doing back in October. 

The Canadian market on the right was a lot weaker, perhaps on the back of some of the economic plans from the government. The 

broad weakness in Canada may be a clue for upcoming weakness in the US as smaller markets weaken before the US titans do.  

 

    

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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GLOBAL VIEW 

Here is the global view on the left. The majority of the world rallied meaningfully this week to wrap up a bizarre year. The US 

markets were middle of the pack. Commodity indexes were the weakest ones, as another clue of a potential rally in the US Dollar 

puzzle. Commodities on the right saw Ag related go higher. Lumber stalled and dropped at resistance. Oil continues to hold up well. 

                  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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VIDEO OF THE WEEK   

The January monthly conference call link is here. Monthly Conference Call Link – Passcode – 633707 - January 3, 7:30 ET Sunday. 

Here is the link to the chart list. Weekly Charts 

Here is a link to this week’s video. 2020 Is Behind Us 

 

 

 Disclaimer: 

 

Greg Schnell is an independent analyst and does not 

invest for clients. Greg Schnell does not collaborate 

to create a positive/negative market bias, nor is he 

paid to promote any particular stock or perspective. 

These charts and descriptions are not an instruction 

to buy or sell. You as a reader, are solely responsible 

for every investing decision you make. Greg Schnell 

and any of his companies or relationships with other 

companies, are not responsible for trades. The ideas 

presented here are opinion. Trading and investing 

involves risk to you and is solely yours.  

 

Good trading, 

Greg Schnell, CMT, MFTA. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83636396291?pwd=RjlhU2Y0cmllcWxXcG9ISkVhQllrdz09
https://stockcharts.com/articles/sharedcharts.php?cc=1088015
https://youtu.be/e03WQhSKex0
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BIOGRAPHY GREG SCHNELL, CMT, MFTA. 

Greg Schnell, CMT, is the chief technical strategist at gregschnell.com specializing in intermarket and commodities analysis. Greg’s 

work has been regular reading on the world-leading StockCharts.com platform for thousands of investors. Hedge funds, RIA’s, 

portfolio managers, technicians and private investors consider the charts Greg displays. Greg Schnell is valued for his timely, in-

depth, unique analysis that generates a valued perspective. Greg has won multiple awards as the Top Independent Analyst of the 

Year in Canada.  

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

Based in Calgary, Canada, he is a past board member of the Canadian Society of Technical Analysts (CSTA) and past chairman of the 

CSTA Calgary chapter. As an active member of CMT Association, Greg speaks throughout North America on technical analysis. Greg is 

the co-author of Stock Charts for Dummies. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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